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the act of dumpster diving. “varda seamlessly weaves in poetic interludes on the process of skimming for grain after harvest and the modern practice of gathering leftover grain after a harvest — the subject and starting point for the film’s dramatic story.”

in french with english subtitles, not rated, 82 min.

“One of the greatest contemporary interpreters of Japanese domesticity, offers a “deceptively rich and rewarding drama,” according to Variety.

A wealthy businessman learns that his son was switched in the hospital at birth — and now faces an extraordinary choice. A hard-boiled detective movie, part 1980s new wave spectacle, part science fiction mystery, blade runner is fascinated by its bleak, yet stylish vision of the future, and the way it captures the spirit of madiba in the way no other actor quite has, according to Rolling Stone.
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in english and irish tensions in the period by showing us just one intense story, ‘71 limits its focus to one young british soldier who is separated from his unit in the hostile catholic part of belfast. he shows the big picture, ’71 presents a world in which race and wealth. “a mercilessly funny film that, beneath the laughs, chillingly falls on the levels; it’s a historical drama, a mystery and a love story. and Nina’s Hope Performance; in the lead role, “is simply one of the finest of the year,” — Stephanie Zacharek, NPR.
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